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Abstract: One of the most attractive features of the Hex-Cell HC(d) topology is the fact that it has an
embedding capability of other topological structures. In this paper, we propose some algorithms for

mapping linear array, ring, mesh (2D array), binary tree and multi 3D hypercube topology onto the HC(d)
topology. Then, we compute the dilation, congestion and the expansion of each mapping algorithm to

measure that algorithm efficiency.
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INTRODUCTION

Interconnection network topology is usually
represented by a graph G = (V; E), where the set of

vertices V represents processors, and the set of edges
E represents links between processors . Many[5]

interconnection network topologies have been proposed
in the literature for the purpose of connecting hundreds

or thousands of processing elements with the ability to
efficiently emulate computation running on other

networks. The Hex-Cell HC(d) interconnection network
topology can connect hundreds or thousands of nodes

with three links per node and can easily embed other
network topologies . The problem of mapping[7]

interconnection topologies into HC(d) network has not
received much attention from researchers.

In this paper, we present algorithms for mapping
linear array, ring and binary tree topologies into HC(d)

network with a dilation and congestion of one. Also,
we present algorithms for mapping mesh and hypercube

topologies into HC(d).

1.1 Hex-Cell Network:
A. Hex-Cell Definition: A Hex-Cell network with

depth d is denoted by HC (d) and can be constructed
by using units of hexagon cells, each of which has six

nodes. A Hex-Cell network with depth d has d levels
numbered from 1 to d, where level 1 represents the

innermost level corresponding to one hexagon cell.
Level 2 corresponds to the six hexagon cells

surrounding the hexagon at level 1. Level 3
corresponds to the 12 hexagon cells surrounding the six

hexagons at level 2 as shown in figure 1. The levels of
the HC (d) network are labeled from 1 to d. Each level

i has Ni nodes representing processing elements and
interconnected in a ring structure . See Figure 1[7]

below.

B. Hex-Cell Numbering Scheme: The HC(d) topology
uses the following level numbering scheme: Each node
in the HC is identified by a pair X.Y; where X denotes
the line number in which the node exists, and Y
denotes the location of the node in the line as in figure
2. A node with the address 0.0 is the first node that
exists at line number 0. The address 0.1 refers to the
second node that exists at line number 0 . [7]

1.2 Preliminaries for M apping: An embedding of a
graph G(V,E) into G'(V',E') is a mapping that maps
each vertex in the set V into a vertex (or a set of
vertices) in the set V' and each edge in the set E into
an edge (or a set of edges) in E' . When mapping a[5]

graph G(V,E) into a graph G'(V',E') the following must
be taken in consideration. Firstly, one or more edge in
E can be mapped into a single edge in E'. The
maximum number of edges mapped into any edge in E'
is called the Congestion of mapping. Secondly, an edge
in E may be mapped into multiple contiguous edges in
E'. The maximum number of contiguous edges in E'
that any edge in E is mapped onto is called the
dilation of mapping. The ratio of the number of nodes
in V' to that in V is called the expansion of mapping.
If there is a good mapping of a graph G into G', then
G' can simulate the behavior of G with less
overhead .[3 ,5 ,7]

2. Mapping Algorithms: In this section we propose
some algorithms for mapping certain topologies into the
Hex-Cell topology.

2.1 Mapping Linear Array Topology into Hex-Cell
Network: The algorithm of mapping linear array
topology into HC(d) topology maps a linear array at
the d level, then it maps the inner level up to the
innermost level . The detailed algorithm is shown in[8 ,5]

figure 3.
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Fig. 1: (a) HC (one level) (b) HC (two levels) (c) HC (three levels) .[7]

Fig. 2: Addressing nodes in HC .[7]

The congestion, dilation and expansion ratio of this

algorithm are all ones.

Fig. 3: The mapping algorithm of linear array into

HC(d).

2.2 M apping the Ring Topology into Hex-Cell

Network:

A. the First Algorithm: When a Hex-Cell network is

available, a linear array topology can be obtained by

using the fore mentioned algorithm. Once this array has

been obtained, we link the initial and final nodes to get

a ring array . This algorithm is shown in figure 4.[8, 6]

The congestion of this mapping algorithm is d- 1

where the dilation is 2d- 1. The expansion of this

mapping is 1.

B. the Second Algorithm: We have seen that the

above algorithm for mapping a ring topology into

HC(d) topology has some overhead of high congestion

and dilation. So, we introduce another algorithm for

mapping a ring into HC(d) with congestion and dilation

of one. This algorithm is shown in figure 5. The

expansion ratio of this algorithm is 6d /(6d -d).2 2

2.3 Mapping the Binary Tree Topology into a Hex-

Cell Network: The algorithm for mapping a binary

tree topology into a Hex-Cell network considers the

node 0.0 as the root of that binary tree, also it

considers any node connected with only two edges as

a leaf node , it also uses a Boolean function called[6]

END(x,y) to check if the next candidate node is a son

of this node or not. This algorithm is shown in figure

6 and the Boolean function END procedure is shown
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in figure 7. The congestion, dilation and expansion

ratio of this algorithm all are ones.

Fig. 4: The mapping algorithm of ring topology into

HC(d)

2.4 Mapping the Mesh Topology into the Hex-Cell:

In the mesh topology, each interior node is connected

with 4 other nodes, but in HC(d) each interior node is

connected with only 3 other nodes. Hence the HC(d)

topology does not efficiently map the mesh topology

. In figure 8 we propose an algorithm to map the[1]

mesh topology into the HC(d) topology with dilation

and congestion of one but the expansion ratio of this

algorithm is 3d/(d+1).

For any HC(d) you can map a mesh of size(d+1,

2d) it is not an efficient algorithm as we need a lot of

nodes to simulate approximately 1/3 of them in the

mesh topology.

2.5 Mapping 3D Hypercube Topology into Hex-Cell:

Although the hypercube topology is a three dimensional

topology , we can map it into the HC(d) topology[4]

which is a two dimensional topology with some

overhead. Here we introduce an algorithm in figure 9.

Although we have designed the algorithm with a

precondition that the congestion is one, but still there

is too much overhead. The dilation is 6, and too much

nodes will not be used. Moreover, the expansion ratio

is not one and there is no formula for measuring it.

Fig. 5: The Advanced mapping algorithm of ring

topology into HC(d).
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Fig. 6: The mapping algorithm of binary tree into

HC(d)

Fig. 7: The end procedure.

Conclusion: We conclude that the Hex-Cell topology

is a suitable topology that many other topologies could

be mapped into. Hex-Cell is a 2D topology that maps

the linear array, which is 1D topology, without any

overhead. It maps binary tree without any overhead,

the binary tree can be considered as a 2D topology.

Also HC(d) expensively maps the mesh topology (2D).

Finally, HC could map hypercube with 3D or more.

Fig. 8: The mapping algorithm of mesh topology into

HC(d).

Fig. 9: Mapping algorithm of 3D hypercube topology

into HC(d).
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